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Introduction 

 

The upgrade to Moodle from 3.5.1+ to 3.7 introduced a number of additional features such as an improved 
user dashboard, group messaging and accessibility improvements. However between these versions 
Moodle HQ stopped supporting the theme base that we were using for both Moodle and MoodleX and 
actively started removing old code that these older themes needed in order to function properly1. 

This has made it necessary for us to introduce a new theme for Moodle and MoodleX, based on the new 
Boost base theme (https://docs.moodle.org/37/en/Boost_theme) which introduces cleaner navigation and 
promotes less cluttered course pages. 

The new Essex theme is built on top of Boost, keeping much of the underlying layout while also introducing 
small quality of life changes that further improve Moodle’s usability for staff and students as well as being 
much more compatible with mobile and tablet devices. 

  

                                                      

1 https://tracker.moodle.org/browse/MDL-58427 

https://docs.moodle.org/37/en/Boost_theme
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Navigation 
The top navigation bar has remained the same, but the biggest change in the new Essex theme is the 
move away from Moodle’s block-based navigation towards the new navigation drawer: 

 

Figure 1: The Navigation drawer highlighted against a course page 

You can click on the hamburger menu  to show or hide the drawer. 

The navigation drawer allows you to switch quickly between pages within a course, as well as between 
pages in Moodle and your other courses. It’s contextual depending on what you’re looking at and what 
permissions you have, so you won’t be able to see the option to view participants or grades unless you’re 
looking at a course for example. 

 

If you’ve got editing access to a course we’ve moved some of the most common course settings into the 
navigation drawer for ease of use: 
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Figure 2: Course options in the navigation 
drawer 

Course administration 

 Takes you to the all the main course 
settings page which you can use to back-up or 
restore your course, modify the question bank or 
see course reports. 

Course is visible | Course is hidden 

A common issue users may have 
encountered is where a course was hidden from 
students so that it could be modified. It’s not 
immediately obvious when a course is hidden, so 
we’ve added this option to make it more obvious. 
Clicking this option will toggle the course 
between visible and hidden 

Turn editing on 

 This is the most common button that 
teachers click, so we’ve put it front-and-centre. 

Enrolled users 

 Takes you to the list of participants in a 
course so you can quickly double check who has 
access and view their details

 

Other navigation options can be found in the header of each page. Each page will have a drop-down 

Actions menu  at the top of each page which you can click to view a list of other options: 

 

If you’re looking for functionality that isn’t in this list, try clicking on the More… option at the bottom of the 
menu.  
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Dashboard 
The updated theme also makes changes to Moodle homepage, replacing it with a new dashboard: 

 

Figure 3: The new user dashboard 

The dashboard shows you the courses you’re enrolled on, as well as any upcoming events such as 
assignment deadlines or quizzes. 

You can use the three-dot menu  on each course card to ‘star’ the course, which makes it visible at 
the top of your dashboard and easier to find in future, or hide the course if you’re done with it2. The 
dashboard will also show your progress through any course with completion set up, so you can be sure 
you’re not missed anything. 

The dashboard is customisable, click on Customise this page in the header to add or move blocks around 
to your liking 

  

                                                      

2 You can use the filter options to show hidden courses if you need one of them back 
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Accessibility 
Moodle HQ have already made great effort to make Moodle conform to web accessibility standards to 
make Moodle easier to use for people using assistive technologies like screen readers. The new Essex 
theme therefore inherits all the accessibility features present in the existing Boost theme that it builds off. 

We have merged features from the Accessibility block into the theme, which has meant that accessibility 
changes now persist across all pages, and not just those with the accessibility block. You can find these 
features in the user menu by clicking on your name in the navigation bar:

 

Figure 4: The user menu 

In order, the accessibility options at the bottom of 
the menu are: 

1. Dark theme 
2. Low contrast (yellow / grey) 
3. Low contrast (blue / grey) 
4. High contrast (black / yellow) 
5. Default colours

If you prefer larger or smaller font sizes, zooming in and out of the page will change the size of text on the 
screen without breaking the flow of the page. Exact instructions on how to do this vary depending on what 
web browser you use, but generally you can zoom in and out by holding Ctrl and either pressing the + or – 
buttons on the keypad, or using the scrollwheel.  

It’s not feasible to overwrite styles that have been 
specifically applied to text on a page, so these 
accessibility options are incompatible with courses 
where the owner has formatted text to be a specific 
colour. 

If you are a course owner, avoid setting text colour 
manually in descriptions or activity content. 
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FAQs 

Where is the ‘add a block’ button? 

When you’re editing a page, you can find the Add a block button at the bottom of the navigation drawer. 
We’re working on moving this alongside the other course settings further up the drawer 

Where can I add cover images? 

The updated theme allows course owners to set a cover image on their courses which is a great way to 
customise a course: 

 

Figure 5: A cover image on the example course 

To set a cover image you’ll need to upload an appropriate picture as a file in the course summary. Go to 
the general course settings page by either selecting Edit settings from the action menu, or by selecting 
Course administration -> Edit settings from the navigation drawer. 

Under Description there’s an option labelled Course Image. Upload an image there and Moodle will 
automatically update the page. 

Ideally cover images will have a size ratio of either 16:9 or 16:10, be no larger than 1920x1080 pixels or 
1.5Mb. Banner images are automatically scaled on smaller devices, if there’s a part of the image you want 
to keep visible on smaller devices make sure it’s towards the centre of the image. 
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Where have my blocks gone? 

Moodle HQ are discouraging the use of blocks in order to reduce the amount of clutter on a course page, 
make it easier to concentrate on course content and to make Moodle more compatible with smaller devices 
such as mobile phones and tablets. 

Whilst blocks are still available they’re only visible on the right-hand side of a page. If you’ve added a 
number of blocks to your course you may have to scroll down in order to find them. Where possible, 
consider merging content from blocks into the main flow of your course by adding Label or URL resources 
to a page. 

On smaller devices with less screen space, blocks are pushed to the bottom of the page after the main 
course content. 


